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ABSTRACT 

 

On-line shopping is a recent phenomenon in the field of E-Business and is definitely going to be 

the future of shopping in the world. Most of the companies are running their on-line portals to 

sell their products or services on-line. Though online shopping is very common outside India, its 

growth in Indian Market, which is a large and strategic consumer market, is still not in line with 

the global market. The exclusive benefit of online shopping customers, it provides the 24 hours a 

day shopping facility and it also provides anywhere shopping facility. The main factor of 

increasing online shopping in India is the increasing cyber café facility, increasing number of 

computer operators and easy availability of internet and wifi facility to the population of India. 

Basically, this paper studies the importance and growth of online shopping in India. 
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Introduction 

 

The prospect of online marketing is growing in India, with the increasing internet literacy. The 

customers indulging in online shopping consider many benefits. The trend of online shopping is 

increasing especially in the young generation. They prefer their shopping at home and get 

benefits of discounts, saving of fuel, time and energy. There will be a better scope in growth of 

online shopping in coming years. So, companies will plan or make some new marketing 

strategies especially for the online shopping customers. The trend of enlargement in online 

shopping is also increasing in the metropolitan and big cities. It has been also very successful in 

the various foreign countries.  

 

According to The Economic Times, when you buy a product or a service over the internet, 

instead of going to a traditional brick-and-mortar store, it is called online shopping. Globally, an 

increasing number of people are buying over the Internet because it is more convenient. Online 

shopping is also very convenient and time saving way of shopping for customers. These days, 

the choice of products and brands is increasing at online shopping with market span of the 
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companies at global level. The social media and advertisement on internet will also increase the 

number of customers for online shopping.  

 

The exclusive benefit of online shopping customers is, it provides the 24 hours in a day shopping 

facility and it also provides anywhere shopping facility like home, office, etc with the help of 

internet facility. The discovery of their favorite brands and products is also easy on web compare 

to any store, shopping mall and exclusive showrooms. Now a days, the more involvement of 

companies in online shopping mode provides the various benefits to the customers like less cost, 

more discounts, fast delivery, better quality, combo offers, replacement facility, guarantee and 

warrantee of products, discount coupons on next purchase and many more.  

 

Online Shopping in India   

 

It is a fact that a great online shopping revolution is expected in India in the coming years. There 

is a huge purchasing power in the youth of India. If we observe the number of internet users will 

be increasing at very high speed. In the coming years, the number of internet users will be 

increasing at double speed with the effect, easy availability of personal computers, laptop, low 

cost of maintenance, less charges of internet usage. The main factor of increasing online 

shopping in India is the increasing cyber café facility, increasing number of computer operators 

and easy availability of internet and wifi facility to the population of India. The spending power 

of customers is also growing with the time especially middle class population has great spending 

powers. Many of them have started to depend on online shopping. So, Indians always prove that 

they can beat the world, when it comes to the figures of online shopping. More and more Indian 

customers are going for the online shopping and the frequency of online shopping customers is 

crossing the overall global averages.  

 

Literature Review 

 

This paper discusses the growth of online shopping and examines the relationship between 

consumer factors and attitude toward online shopping and then analyse the various factors that 

influence attitude toward online shopping (Upadhyay & Kaur, 2013). With the fast growing 
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technology online shopping is emerging in India at a very faster rate. According to a new report, 

India saw a 128% growth in interest from consumers as compared to that of 2011 (Deepali, 

2013). This paper studies the buying behavior of a consumer while making an electronic 

purchase of a deal and discount coupon, their preferences towards mode of payment and 

tendency to repurchase the same (Sharma & Khattri, 2013).  This paper discusses the various 

motivators of online shopping (Gangeshwar, 2013). This study reveals that on-line shopping in 

India is significantly affected by various Demographic factors like age, gender, marital status, 

family size and income (Nagra & Gopal, 2013). The increasing use of Internet by the younger 

generation in India provides an emerging prospect for online retailers (Zia Ul Haq, 2012). This 

paper studis the importance and growth of online shopping market in coming years and it also 

studies the impact of demographic factors of consumers on online shopping pattern (Dahiya 

Richa, 2012). This paper studies the consumer buying behavior in respect of online shopping 

(Ankur Kumar Rastogi, 2010). Due to technological advancement, the concept of competitive 

advantage is eluding day by day. Every company is having almost the same technology and this 

has generated a herd of standardized products with difference on only one front i.e. the brand 

name (Shweta Tanwar, 2009). This paper studies that growth of online market is increasing very 

rapidly and study various factors that affects the consumer towards online shopping (Suresh & 

Shashikala, 2011).  

 

Some popular websites of online shopping 

 

www.jabong.com 

www.myntra.com 

www.yebhi.com 

www.pepperfry.com 

www.fashionara.com 

www.fashionandyou.com 

www.shopnineteen.com 

www.koovs.com 

www.shoppersstop.com 

www.cilory.com 
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www.zovi.com 

www.urbantouch.com 

www.craffts.com 

www.lenskart.com  

www.watchkart.com  

www.bagskart.com  

www.inkfruit.com 

 

Growing Trends of Online shopping in India 

 

According to the Boston Consultancy Group report, digital influence study 2013-14, online 

shopping is expected to rise to 14 per cent by 2016 from 6 per cent in 2013. Online shopping by 

urban consumers will be more than double over the next two years in the country to 14 per cent 

from 6 per cent last year. It also said already 25 per cent of travel and tourism-related sales are 

digitally driven in the country currently. Digital influence is rapidly expanding to small urban 

towns and rural areas, as the number of mobile users have increased. More than 34 per cent of 

total internet users in the country are from small towns, while 25 per cent are from rural areas. Of 

the total urban Internet users, around 57 percent are of 25 and above, and 45 per cent use only 

their mobile devices to access the Internet.  

 

The study also said by 2016, the urban Internet user base would rise to 47 per cent from 28 per 

cent in 2013. According to the report, discounts are not the only driving force for people to 

switch to online shopping, as was previously thought, but factors like convenience and access to 

wider assortment is also largely influencing shopping decisions. Another study shows that online 

shopping has risen by a massive 85 percent in 2013 as compared to last year's figure of $8.5 

billion on increasing Internet penetration, rising fuel prices and wider choices in the comfort of 

one's home. 

 

“Online shopping-Review & Outlook in 2013," released by industry chamber Assocham showed 

that India's e-commerce market rose from about $2.5 billion in 2009 to $6.3 billion in 2011, $8.5 
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billion in 2012 and further to $16 billion in 2013. It is expected to touch $56 billion by 2023-- 

6.5 percent of the total retail market. 

 

According to DNA analysis, a survey was conducted in 2013, over 3,500 traders and organized 

retailers in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, Ahmadabad and Kolkata were interviewed for 

the survey. Mumbai was ranked first in online shopping followed by Delhi and Kolkata as those 

living in metros are attracted by factors like home delivery which saves time as well as 24*7 

shopping. 

  

According to Muralikrishnan B, country manager, eBay India, metros contribute to 51% of 

transactions while Tier 2&3 cities contribute about 41% of transactions and rural India contribute 

to 9% of transactions on eBay India.  
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